
Construction Contract Review: Yay or Nay?

Contractual arrangements carry so much uncertainty as to the outcome, especially during
the execution phase.You may want to review the contract on your own, or engage the help
of a contract lawyer. Read on to learn what your best options are.

We would love for you to call and ask about our Contract Review services. Your first consult
is free.

Type of Construction Contracts That Need to Be Reviewed

Typically, construction contracts emanate from the builder or contractor. They may be
standard form, or drawn up from scratch.

In either case, the smart choice would be to have the contract reviewed, to ensure that
everything is in order, and that all stipulations are fair to all parties involved.



What a Contract Review Entails

A contract review does not simply mean we peruse the contract. We thoroughly study the
contract, take an in-depth look at all the intricate details, and make sure that all the pertinent
clauses  are there.

We make sure there are no unfair stipulations. Additionally, we also do the following:



Contract Review Costs

While you may need to shell out for contract review services, that minimal investment saves
you tons in the long run. The returns are exponentially greater than your initial cash outlay.

A thorough contract review made by a trained specialist will ensure, from the outset, that
you will never suffer setbacks at any point in the construction process; and in the off-chance
that you do, you have options readily available to resolve the issue.

If you want to avoid falling into contractual traps and getting caught in unforeseen pitfalls
from vague clauses, working side by side with a construction lawyer is the best investment
you can make.

Construction Lawyer Melbourne

makes it easy on the pocket for clients

We offer:

● no acceptance fee
● first consult free
● fixed fee option
● Traditional Firms
● charge exorbitant amounts, including:

Traditional Firms

charge exorbitant amounts, including:

● an acceptance fee
● per hour rates for every consult
● per output rates for all paperwork



The Downside of Not Undergoing Contract Review

Construction contracts admittedly carry risks, especially to a homeowner who may not
necessarily have the technical know-how of a contractor.

A well-reviewed contract significantly reduces your exposure to risks. Some of these risks
include:

Absence of important clauses like:

● statute of limitations clause
● time of performance clause
● termination clause
● variation clause
● payment clause
● dispute resolution

Potential disputes like:

● delays in building work
● poor quality of finished construction work
● poor communication between all parties involved in the building project
● payment conflicts
● badly-written contracts
● errors in building design
● building defects
● structural defects

Construction Lawyer Melbourne renders negligible, the probability that the project will not be
completed as you’d envisioned.

Make the prudent choice for you and your family. Before you sign that contract, invest on the
assurance that you’re getting your money’s worth on your building project.

Call us to find out more. First consult, free.


